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ultiscale dimensions for diverse
applications

Pramod Dorishetty, Naba K. Dutta * and Namita Roy Choudhury *

Silk biomaterials in different forms such as particles, coatings and their assemblies, represent unique type of

materials in multiple scales and dimensions. Herein, we provide an overview of multi-scale silk fibroin

materials including silk particles, silk coatings and silk assemblies, each of which represents a unique type

of material with wide range of applications. They feature tunable structures and mechanical properties

with excellent biocompatibility, which are essentially required for various biomedical and drug delivery

applications. The review focuses on bringing a new perspective on the utilization of regenerated silk

fibroins in modern biomedicine by beginning with the fabrication of silk in multiscale dimensions and

their state-of-the-art applications in various biomedical and bioelectronic fields. It covers the

fundamentals of processing silk fibroins in multi-dimensions (sizes and shapes) with a specific emphasis

on its structural tunability at various length scales (nano–micro) by using the latest fabrication methods/

mechanisms and advanced fabrication technologies, followed by their recent applications in diverse

fields of biomedicine.
1 Introduction

The silk broin is a natural protein generated by species
belonging to phylum Arthropoda such as silkworms and
spiders.1 Silk broin proteins obtained from different species
exhibit slightly varying properties in terms of structure and
performance.2,3 For instance, silk broins obtained from
different silkworms like Bombyx mori and Antheraea mylitta
exhibit different molecular weights and structural properties.4,5

In general, the regenerated silk broin consists of a series of
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repetitive amino acid sequences (primary structure), which
rearrange into secondary structures via hydrogen bonding,
hydrophobic interactions and di-sulde bonds, thereby inu-
encing the overall characteristics of the silk construct.6 The silk
broin engineered by Bombyx mori is highly biocompatible and
comprises hydrophobic heavy chains (H-broin, Mw ¼ 391.6
kDa) and hydrophilic light chains (L-chain, Mw ¼ 27.7 kDa)
linked by a single disulde bond at the C-terminus.7,8 The heavy
hydrophobic chainmainly consists of the hexapeptide sequence
GAGAGS, which undergoes structural transformation due to
strong hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions form-
ing heavy crystalline fractions (alanine or glycine rich
sequences) and interspersed amorphous regions (less
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organized amino acids), resulting in remarkable strength and
elasticity.9–11 Moreover, the degradation rate of the silk
construct can be tailored from days to months by employing
different strategies such as varying molecular weight, crystalline
fraction, crosslinking degree, and amalgamation with other
polymers.12,13 In addition to biocompatibility, silk broins also
offer exibility in processing to achieve tunable structures and
properties. The scaled-up and reliable fabrication and assembly
of silk biomaterials are, therefore, a prerequisite for the devel-
opment of silk-based biomedical systems and devices. It all
started in the 1930s when the German and Japanese scientists
successfully patented the dissolution of silk bers tomake a silk
broin feedstock and later used it to construct various
formats.14 The capability to process silk broins into multiscale
dimensions such as particles/crystals, bers, lms and 3D
porous hydrogels with tunable characteristics thrived its utili-
zation in various applications in modern biomedicine. Fig. 1
shows the scope of this review. For easy portraying, crystals,
bers, lms or gels fabricated from a silk broin solution are
simply referred to as silk broin constructs in the rest of the
manuscript. The fabrication/processing of silk broins in
multiscale dimensions greatly inuences their overall charac-
teristics to determine their application in various elds.15 For
example, silk particles (nano–micro) are vastly used in drug
delivery applications, whereas silk lms nd applications in
wound healing and biocompatible coatings and 3D silk hydro-
gels are primarily used in tissue scaffolds and controlled drug
release applications.16

Apart from physiochemical characteristics and tunability,
silk broin constructs also show the capability to tailor bio-
logical characteristics such as adhesion, proliferation and
differentiation by tuning the cell–surface interactions.27 The
cell–surface interactions greatly depend on the biomaterial
surface's physicochemical properties, such as the availability of
integrin recognition sequence, surface wettability,
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and surface stiffness. A detailed
review of the effect of surface characteristics of silk broin
constructs on cellular response is discussed elsewhere.28 Due to
the outstanding properties including biocompatibility, tunable
structural, mechanical and biological properties of silk broins,
they have been explored in diverse elds of healthcare with
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successful clinical trials.14 The control over the tunability of the
silk broin architecture in different formats is so far primarily
driven by specic processing conditions (process-driven);
whereas, the recent advanced fabrication approaches such as
lithography and 3D printing are design-driven fabrication
methods, which made it possible to control the architecture of
the fabricated silk constructs at micro–nano-scale resolutions.29

The control over the fabrication of silk constructs with nano–
micro resolution and the ability to incorporate conducting
materials opened a new window for the use of silk broins in
bioelectronic devices, efficient drug carrying devices and neural
tissue engineering. There are numerous reviews on silk
biomaterials in terms of structures, processing, composites and
applications.30–32 However, in this review, we present an in-
depth understanding and fundamentals of processing silk
broins with tunable properties in multiscale dimensions with
specic emphasis on the use of latest and advanced fabrication
approaches to augment their use in diverse biomedical appli-
cations (Fig. 2).
2 Fabrication of silk fibroins in
multiscale dimensions

The fabrication or processing of silk broins in different
dimensions is critical in dictating its overall characteristics and
determining the application. In this section, we discuss the
fabrication of silk broins in multiscale dimensions (Table 1)
with specic emphasis on the recent advanced fabrication
approaches and the corresponding mechanism involved.
2.1 Silk particles (nano–micro)

Silk broin can be processed into particles by various methods
such as ball milling, spray drying, phase separation, and solvent
precipitation.33–35 In majority of the studies, authors employed
the self-assembly mechanism of silk broins by exploiting the
micelle-forming capability of their hydrophobic (Gly and Ala)
and hydrophilic (Tyr and Ser) segments, as shown in Fig. 3A.36

Some of the important and facile methods of silk particle
fabrication are discussed below.

2.1.1 Phase separation process. Phase separation is the
most commonly employed mechanism to separate water-
soluble protein particles by introducing external organic
solvents. The increase in organic solvents decreases the solu-
bility of the protein and separates the protein molecules by
phase separation.37 Many organic solvents such as ethanol,
methanol, propanol and isopropanol were explored in sepa-
rating the silk protein particles of various sizes (nm–mm).35 For
example, the simple addition of ethanol to dilute the silk broin
solution resulted in silk particles of 2.7 mm diameter.38 The
obtained microparticles are highly sustainable and useful in the
delivery of bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) in tissue engi-
neering applications (Fig. 3C). In other study, ethyl acetate is
used as an organic solvent to make silk particles, wherein the
silk broin solution was added to ethyl acetate, followed by the
separation of the particles by centrifugation (Fig. 3B).39 The
obtained silk particles are in the size range of 23–67 mm, which
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 1 Images of silk fibroins fabricated in multiscale dimensions (in the last decade) such as microparticles. Reprinted with permission from ref.
17 Copyright © 2011 Elsevier. Fibers. Reprinted with permission from ref. 18 Copyright © 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. Films. Reprinted with
permission from ref. 19 Copyright © 2016Wiley. Hydrogel cross-sectional morphology. Reprintedwith permission from ref. 20 Copyright © 2019
Elsevier. And the timeline representing the progression of its application in modern biomedicine such as bioimplant. Reprinted with permission
from ref. 21 Copyright © 2009 AIP Publishing. Microneedle. Reprinted with permission from ref. 22 Copyright © 2011 Wiley. Nerve implant.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 23 Copyright © 2015 Elsevier. Electronic skin. Reproduced with permission from ref. 24 Copyright © 2017
Wiley. Self-healing coatings. Reproduced with permission from ref. 25 Copyright © 2019 Elsevier and Tissue regeneration. Reprinted with
permission from ref. 26 Copyright © 2020 Wiley.

Fig. 2 Graphical illustration of combining advantages of silk fibroins in
multiscale dimensions with advanced technologies to augment their
use in various fields of biomedicine.
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are suitable as microcarriers for hydrophilic drug delivery. The
addition of potassium phosphate to an aqueous silk broin
solution also triggers the silk particle formation by inducing
phase separation.40 The size of silk particles was tuned between
0.48 and 2 mm by manipulating the silk broin concentration,
and these silk particles are successfully used as controlled drug
delivery devices. The silk particles at nanoscales can also be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
obtained by exploiting the spontaneous micro-phase separation
between silk broin and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (Fig. 3D).17,41

The nanoscale silk particles are obtained by dissolving silk/PVA
lms in pure water, followed by centrifugation at a high speed
of 16 000 rpm and resuspending them in water by sonication.42

The obtained silk spheres are in nanoscale ranging from 100 to
500 nm, which found applications in drug delivery. Recently,
Takeuchi et al. have used acetone as a solvent to make silk
particles of size 40 nm.43 The very small size of silk particles
favored in the successful transdermal delivery of drugs by
penetrating the stratum corneum and reaching hair follicles in
mice.

2.1.2 Advanced jetting process. In addition to phase sepa-
ration and molecular self-assembly, silk particles can also be
prepared by an advanced fabrication process. For example, silk
microspheres are fabricated physically by precisely slicing
a thin silk broin solution jet by vibrating the nozzle at
a controlled frequency and amplitude.45 The produced spheres
(100–440 mm) were collected and shock frozen in a liquid
nitrogen bath and freeze-dried for drug delivery applications
(Fig. 4A). Moreover, the spheres size can be controlled or tuned
by adjusting the nozzle diameter. Silk broin nano spheres are
also fabricated using a microuidic device (co-ow capillary) by
exploiting the phase separation mechanism using PVA.46 Silk
spheres are formed by breaking off the discrete phase silk
broin in the continuous phase of PVA (Fig. 4B). Using this
method, the size of the spheres can be tuned form 210 nm to
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247 | 33229



Table 1 Fabrication/processing of silk fibroins in multiscale dimensions and their applications

Multiscale silk Mechanism/fabrication Applications Ref.

Silk nanoparticles Phase separation using PVA Drug delivery 17
Silk microparticles Ethanol addition to silk broin solution Protein carrier 38
Silk microspheres Water in oil emulsion solvent diffusion Drug delivery 39
Silk microparticles Addition of potassium phosphate to silk broin solution Drug delivery 40
Silk microspheres Phase separation using PVA Drug delivery 42
Silk nanoparticles Adding silk broin solution to acetone solvent. Drug delivery 43
Silk microspheres Physical formation/laminar jet breakup Drug delivery 45
Silk microspheres Phase separation using PVA and using co-ow capillary device. Drug delivery 46
Silk nanoparticles Ball milling of silk membrane Wound healing 74
Silk microspheres Spray-drying Fundamental study 75
Silk lms (2D) Solution cast drying Fundamental study 50
Silk lms (2D) Spin coating and spin-assisted layer-by-layer assembly Biomedical devices 47
Silk lms (2D) Spin coating & electro-spinning followed by ethanol treatment Fundamental study 48
Silk lms (2D) Spin coating & so lithographic technique Fundamental study 52
Silk lms (2D) Centrifugal casting Corneal tissue engineering 19
Silk micropatterns (2D) Spin coating & photolithography Fundamental study 53
Silk nano–micro patterns (2D) So lithography & casting Bio-optics 54
Silk lms (2D) Spin coating & nanoimprinting Bio-photonics 55
Silk lms (2D) Electro gelation Fundamental study 51
Silk e-gel (3D) Electro gelation Fundamental study 60
Silk scaffold (3D) Freeze-drying Tissue engineering 61
Silk hydrogel (3D) Photo-crosslinking Tissue engineering 62
Silk scaffold (3D) 3D printing and ethanol treatment Tissue engineering 71
Silk/HPMC scaffold (3D) 3D printing microgel and ethanol treatment Tissue engineering 72
Silk-Ma scaffolds (3D) 3D printing and photo-crosslinking Tissue engineering 73
Silk hydrogel (3D) 3D printing and photo-crosslinking Tissue engineering 26
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2000 nm by adjusting the ow rate and changing the concen-
tration of silk broin and PVA. The tunable micro- and nano-
spheres found applications in the delivery of drugs and
contrast agents for noninvasive sensing.
2.2 Silk lms (2-dimensional)

Silk broin lms are generally fabricated by casting, spin
coating, electrospinning and a layer-by-layer assembly
method.32,47,48 During lm formation, the silk broin solution
transforms from silk I to silk II structure found applications in
wound healing, bioelectronics, coatings, etc. Some of the
important approaches for fabricating silk lms are discussed
below.

2.2.1 Solution casting. The most commonly employed silk
lm fabrication approach is casting a dilute silk broin solution
and subsequent drying.49 Simply, a silk broin solution is cas-
ted on a glass slide or a coverslip and subsequently dried
overnight to get a thin lm. However, these lms are trans-
parent with a fast degradation rate and mechanically unstable.
The stability of these lms can be improved by alcohol treat-
ment (methanol and ethanol) and water annealing, where the
conformational change of silk I to silk II (b-sheet) structure
occurs.32 The conversion of silk I to silk II structure can be
controlled by different methods like adjusting the concentra-
tion, processing temperature and the rate of drying process.50

Apart from general casting under the inuence of gravitation,
ultrane silk lms (thickness 50 mm) can also be fabricated by
subjecting the silk broin solution to centrifugal force
33230 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247
(Fig. 5A).19 The lms fabricated using centrifugal force
demonstrated excellent toughness, less surface roughness and
better cytocompatibility when compared to the lms made by
casting and suitable for corneal tissue engineering applications.
The general casting process requires solvent drying to induce
crystallization, which takes several hours (12–36 hours) to get
the nal product, hindering the mass production of devices.
Electro-gelation is a novel approach to form transparent silk
lms with a controlled architecture in �30 minutes.51 The silk
broin aggregates around the anode and forms a thin lm when
subjected to electrical stimulations. By adjusting the shape of
the anode, the silk lms with different structures like circular, s-
shaped and saddle point and tubular geometries can be made,
which is highly challenging to fabricate by conventional
approaches like casting or coating (Fig. 5B).

2.2.2 Advanced fabrication approach. Although
researchers' fabricated thin silk lms by exploiting different
approaches (casting, centrifugal force, and electro-gelation);
with the increase in interdisciplinary research, there has been
a growing interest in the eld of bioelectronics and biosensing,
which requires control of the 2D architecture over different
length scales (nano–micro). By exploiting the recent advanced
technology, a novel strategy is reported in which the secondary
structure of the silk broin is controlled by micropatterning
using a so lithographic technique with high spatial resolu-
tion.52 Briey, the spin-coated silk I lm is masked with poly-
styrene (PS) and exposed to ethanol vapor, which turned the
exposed silk I structure to a highly stable silk II structure. Later,
the PS mask is dissolved using toluene leaving a silk lm with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 (A) Schematic of silk fibroin assembly mechanism. Reproduced with permission from ref. 44 Copyright © 2012 American Chemical
Society. SEM micrographs of silk fibroin particles fabricated by (B) emulsion solvent diffusion method. Reprinted with permission from ref. 39
Copyright © 2010 Elsevier. (C) Ethanol precipitation method. Reprinted with permission from ref. 38 Copyright © 2010 Wiley. (D) Phase
separation with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Reprinted with permission from ref. 17 Copyright © 2011 Elsevier.
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gradient silk I and silk II structures (Fig. 6A). The micro-
patterned silk I and silk II lms demonstrated excellent
gradient properties and found applications where uniform
surface chemistry and variable (gradient) mechanical properties
are required.

Silk broin has also been used in conjugation with photoli-
thography to form 2-dimensional architectures at micro- and
nanoscales with excellent resolution and shape delity.53 In
such process, a photomask with micro/nanopatterns is covered
on the spin-coated substrate and the light-exposed regions are
turned into micro and nanopatterns. The ability to precisely
Fig. 4 (A) Illustration showing the experimental setup used for the prep
permission from ref. 45 Copyright © 2008 Elsevier. (B) A schematic of th
distribution (using DLS) and SEM image of dried silk microspheres. Repri

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
pattern silk broins at such small scales can widen their use in
microelectronics. Mechanically robust and optically trans-
parent silk lms with micro- and nanopatterns made by the
so-lithography casting process have been reported for bio-
optics applications.54 In a study by Amsden et al., the authors
made silk lms using a rapid nano-imprinting approach at
room temperature, in which a nanoscale master pattern is
pressed onto the spin-coated silk lm on a glass slide
(Fig. 6B(a)).55 The 2-dimensional inexpensive silk lms with
nano resolution (Fig. 6B(b)) showed the excellent capability of
aration of silk fibroin spheres by laminar jet breaking. Reprinted with
e silk particle fabricated by a co-flow capillary device with particle size
nted with permission from ref. 46 Copyright © 2013 Wiley.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247 | 33231



Fig. 5 (A) Schematic of the silk fibroin film fabrication process with the aid of centrifugal force. Reprinted with permission from ref. 19 Copyright
© 2016 Wiley. (B) Selection of anode geometries reflects the ability of this process to create silk films with varying non-planar topologies. Anode
geometries include: (a) ring, (b) ‘S’-shape, and (c) saddle point. (d) SEM image of an e-gel film segment, illustrating gross smoothness of the e-gel
film face across a larger area. The edge roughness is due to manual cutting with a razor blade. (e) Tubular e-gel obtained by using a rod-shaped
anode. Reproduced with permission from ref. 51 Copyright © 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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sensing oxygen binding to hemoglobin, demonstrating its
suitability for biophotonics applications.
2.3 Fabrication of silk hydrogels/scaffolds (3-dimensional)

Fabrication of silk hydrogels/scaffolds on a 3-dimensional scale
is important for tissue engineering applications because the 3D
structures mimic the exact physiological environment of
natural tissue constructs. Hydrogel scaffolds are the most
common form of 3-dimensional silk broin, which consist of
either physical or chemical crosslinks with interconnecting
networks holding large amounts of water.56

2.3.1 Conventional approaches. Silk hydrogels from the
silk broin solution are naturally formed by the physical
crosslinking in which the sol–gel transition of silk broin
occurs by the self-assembly of its hydrophobic protein chains.57

However, the self-assembly mechanism is driven by the
33232 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247
concentration of silk broin and usually takes a longer period.
To enhance the self-assembly mechanism, several approaches
are being used, which include ultra-sonication, vortexing,
shearing, changing temperature and pH conditions using salts
like CaCl2 or KCl.57,58 In addition to natural formation, the silk-
based hydrogels are made by chemical crosslinking, photo-
crosslinking, reswelling aer freeze-drying, electro-gelation and
3D printing. The silk hydrogel fabrication process plays an
important role in determining the nano-, micro- and hierar-
chical structure evolution of the 3D construct,59 for example, the
surface morphology of silk hydrogel fabricated by electro-
gelation demonstrated particulate morphology.60 In contrast,
the silk hydrogel made by unidirectional freeze-drying results in
a lamellar structure,61 and by chemical photo-crosslinking
mechanism shows a porous structure with interconnected
pores (Fig. 7).62 The microstructure tunability of the silk broin
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 (A) Strategy for patterning secondary structure in silk films. (a) Schematic of the patterning strategy, from top to bottom (b) optical image
of silk filmwith a PSmask deposited on top. Inset: the square pattern on the same scale. (c) Optical image after removal of the PSmask in toluene.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 52 Copyright © 2010 Wiley. (B) 2D nano imprinted silk film. (a) Schematic of nanoimprinting processes at
room temperature. (b) SEM image of a silk film imprinted with a periodic array of 200 nm diameter. Reprinted with permission from ref. 55
Copyright © 2010 Wiley.
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construct is highly desirable in tissue engineering applications
because the interconnected porous structure of the cartilage
and lamellar structure of annulus bers associated with inter-
vertebral disc (IVD) can be easily mimicked by simply adopting
the suitable fabrication approach. Besides, silk hydrogels
fabricated by photocrosslinking mechanism can be exploited in
developing injectable and 3D-printed hydrogels.63 Recently, we
have demonstrated and reported the 3D printability of silk-
based hydrogels by exploiting the rapid ruthenium-mediated
photo-crosslinking (<1 min) reaction.62 Moreover, the hydro-
gels made by this mechanism exhibit tunable structural and
mechanical properties with excellent cell attachment and
chondrogenic differentiation, demonstrating its suitability for
cartilage repair.64–68
Fig. 7 SEM images of silk 3D hydrogels fabricated by different methods
from ref. 60 Copyright © 2011 Elsevier. (B) Freeze drying (lamellar structur
Chemical crosslinking (micro porous). Reprinted with permission from r

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
2.3.2 Advanced fabrication approach (3D printing).
Although silk broins are fabricated as 3D scaffolds with
control over microstructure, mechanical strength, degradation
and biological properties to mimic the natural tissue counter-
parts, the control over reproducibility, cell distribution, and
hierarchical architecture is very difficult to accomplish using
the conventional fabrication.69 The advanced fabrication
approach such as 3D printing has made it possible to control
the architecture from micro- to macro-scale by depositing silk
broins layer by layer to construct a complex scaffold with
holistic control over design and biological properties.70 Based
on the 3D printing approach, a mechanically robust and
biocompatible 3D silk scaffold has been made by simply
drawing the concentrated silk broin solution (25 wt%) in
. (A) Electro-gelation (particulate structure). Reprinted with permission
e). Reprintedwith permission from ref. 61 Copyright © 2012 Elsevier. (C)
ef. 62 Copyright © 2020 American Chemical Society.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247 | 33233
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methanol where the silk broin solution transforms to gel state
immediately by forming b-sheet upon exposure to methanol
(Fig. 8A).71 The printed scaffold showed excellent structural and
mechanical properties along with human bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC) adhesion and chondrogenic
differentiation, demonstrating its suitability for cartilage tissue
engineering applications. Dong et al. employed a two-step
procedure in which the silk broin is combined with hydrox-
ypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) to form a microgel with
excellent thixotropic characteristics.72 The thixotropic silk
broin/HPMC is directly printed on a substrate, followed by
immersion in ethanol to stabilize it by physical crosslinking
(Fig. 8B). The printed construct demonstrated a micro-porous
structure with excellent mechanical properties, hMSC compat-
ibility, indicating its use in tissue repair or regeneration.

Silk broin is also printed into different complex structures
such as ear, brain, heart, and blood vessel with an excellent
resolution by functionalizing it with methacrylate (Ma) to form
a photocurable Sil-Ma solution (Fig. 9A).73 The printed struc-
tures are mechanically stable, biocompatible and microporous
in nature, demonstrating their potential for direct organ
printing. The authors functionalized the silk broin with
methacrylate (Ma) to make it photocrosslinkable. However,
using appropriate photoinitiators, silk broin alone could be
crosslinked from the ink that avoids the additional function-
alization of the silk broin chain.64 Based on this mechanism
very recently, a cell-encapsulated silk broin is printed with
high resolution (40 mm) by exploiting di-tyrosine crosslinking
formation under visible light.26 The photo-crosslinked 3D-
printed silk hydrogels demonstrated stable mechanical prop-
erties and supported long-term chondrocyte culture with carti-
lage tissue formation, demonstrating the importance of 3D-
printed silk scaffolds for potential tissue regeneration applica-
tions (Fig. 9B).
Fig. 8 (A) 3D printing of silk fibroin in methanol reservoir by direct writing
web and (d) magnified image of direct-write silk fiber. Reproduced with
printed (a) RSF hydrogel and (b) RSF lyophilized scaffold in Chinese chara
SEM image of the printed RSF scaffold. Inset: the porous structure of the s
Society of Chemistry.
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3 Applications

The applications of silk broins are vastly explored in the
elds of drug delivery, wound healing and regenerative
medicine in the past. However, the ability of the silk broin to
transform into a conducting material and to incorporate
conducting materials or polymers opened a new platform in
neural tissue engineering, in which the neural cells are
stimulated/activated using mild electrical signals. Moreover,
the control over the 2D architecture with micropatterns with
nanoscale resolution and the sensitivity to respond to
external stimuli augmented its use in efficient drug delivery,
bioelectronics, etc. In this section, we discuss the diverse
recent applications of silk broins in various elds of
biomedicine.
3.1 Tissue engineering applications

Tissue engineering is a branch of science that evolved to
engineer the human tissue analogues by integrating the
expertise from material scientists and cell biologists.76 The
physicochemical characteristics of human tissues are highly
complex and vary from so to rigid and isotropic to
anisotropic/gradient structures.77 For instance, the skin has
so mechanical characteristics, whereas tissues like articular
cartilage and the spinal disc are tough and exible and the
human ligaments/tendons are tough with a gradient structure.
Engineering those tissue analogues requires a fundamental
understanding of the material characteristics in terms of
structural, mechanical and biological properties. Owing to the
superior biocompatibility and tunable mechanical, structural
and degradation characteristics of silk broin constructs, it
has been explored in various tissue engineering applications
as discussed below.
. (a) Schematic illustration of 3D structures, (b) square lattice, (c) circular
permission from ref. 71 Copyright © 2008 Wiley. (B) Images of the 3D-
cter “silk”. (c) Micro-CT reconstruction of printed RSF hydrogel. (d) FE-
caffold. Reprinted with permission from ref. 72 Copyright © 2019 Royal

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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3.1.1 Cartilage tissue engineering

Cartilage is a 3-dimensional complex tissue with a porous
interconnected structure present between bone joints and acts
as a shock absorber providing the frictionless movement of
bones.78 These tissues are highly exible and mechanically
robust at the same time. For example, articular cartilage has
a shear modulus of 0.18–2.5 MPa and a healthy human thoracic
spinal disc has a compressive modulus of 15–25 MPa.79–81

Unlike other body tissues, cartilage lacks the self-repairing
capability because of its aneural, avascular nature and
possesses dense extracellular matrix (EXM).82 Mimicking the
ECM is an important criteria in selecting a biomaterial for
cartilage repair, which is satised by silk broin constructs.83

The versatility of processing silk broin in multiple scales
(especially 3D form for cartilage) with interconnected porous
structures by employing different fabrication approaches such
as freeze-drying, electrospinning, hydrogelation and 3D
printing makes it an ideal candidate for the repair of various
cartilage damages/diseases.84 Silk broin scaffold fabricated by
the freeze-drying process demonstrated interconnecting porous
three-dimensional structures with excellent mechanical
Fig. 9 (A) Images of CAD and 3D-printed complex structures using si
Reprinted with permission from ref. 73 Copyright © 2018 Nature. (B) (a) M
Live/dead images at day 1 (green-live, red-dead). (c) Safranin-O staining (re
Copyright © 2020 Wiley.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
properties and cartilage matrix formation.85 Due to the excellent
mechanical properties of silk broin scaffolds, it is also
explored in treating the intervertebral degenerative disc
diseases by mimicking the lamellar structure of the spinal disc
associated with annulus bers (AF).86 In a study by Hu et al.,
a silk-based injectable 3D hydrogel has been developed for the
nucleus pulposus (NP) replacement of the spinal disc using silk
broins and polyurethane (PU).87 The resulting hydrogel
demonstrated excellent mechanical properties with fatigue
resistance and in vivo biocompatibility. The implanted silk/PU
hydrogel reported being non-toxic with no inammatory
response even aer 3 months in the muscle tissue of a rabbit.
Recently, silk broin functionalized with glycidyl-methacrylate
(GMA) has been 3D printed by the digital lighting processing
(DLP) technique and has been used for tissue regeneration
(Fig. 10A).88 The customized 3D-printed trachea demonstrated
excellent chondrogenic differentiation with suitable biome-
chanical properties of the native rabbit trachea. The trans-
planted chondrocyte-laden silk-GMA hydrogel integrated into
the surrounding structure by increasing the internal diameter
aer 6 weeks. Although the silk broin has been used in 3D
lk-MA. (a) Trachea, (b) heart and (c) lungs. Scale bar indicates 1 cm.
acroscopic image of the silk fibroin hydrogel by 3D printing process. (b)
d) at week 5. Scale bar ¼ 1 mm. Reprinted with permission from ref. 26

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247 | 33235



Fig. 10 (A) Artificial trachea printed by a DLP printer with chondrocytes from the rabbit ear and cultured for 1 week. (a and b) After cutting and
removing the part of trachea, (c) artificial trachea was implanted. Scale bars represent 5 mm; endoscopy at 2, 4, and 6 weeks after trachea
transplantation. Reproducedwith permission from ref. 88 Copyright © 2020 Elsevier. (B) Scheme of the study showing bioink formulation and 3D
bioprinting and maturation of cell-laden construct. Reprinted with permission from ref. 89 Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society. (C)
Macrophotographs showing the defects in the three experimental groups at 6 weeks (upper panels) and 12 weeks (lower panels) post surgery.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 90 Copyright © 2017 Elsevier.
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printing by employing different crosslinking mechanisms, the
majority of the studies were employed post cell culture studies
due to the cytotoxicity induced by the crosslinking agents. To
33236 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247
overcome this, recently, Singh et al. have developed a cross-
linker-free bio ink using silk broins, gelatin and chondrocyte
cells to print cartilage tissues.89 The biocompatible gelatin is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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used to tune the rheological properties, thereby improving the
overall printability. The 3D-printed cell-laden hydrogel exhibi-
ted a suitable microstructure, gelation, degradability and
mechanical properties for the chondrogenic differentiation,
demonstrating its suitability for cartilage tissue engineering
(Fig. 10B). Silk broin constructs exhibit excellent mechanical
strength and chondrogenic differentiation for cartilage repair
but lack the anti-inammation property. Therefore, silk broin
has been combined with the chondroitin sulfate (CS) to improve
the anti-inammation property.90 The genipin crosslinked 3D
silk/CS hydrogel demonstrated superior mechanical property
with increased cartilage formation and anti-inammatory
activities when compared to the native silk scaffold (Fig. 10C).
3.1.2 Bone tissue engineering

Bone tissue is one of the robust and complex tissue constructs
of a human body, which comprises both organic (35%) and
inorganic (65%) contents. The organic portion mainly consists
of collagen, hyaluronan and proteoglycans, whereas the inor-
ganic part consists of hydroxyapatite (HA) and salts.31 The
interesting properties of silk broins such as easy processability
and tunable structural, mechanical and degradation properties
Fig. 11 (A) The whole surgical procedure. The experimental membrane w
and [4] porcine collagen. Reprinted with permission from ref. 92 Copyrig
hydroxyapatite with different Ca ion concentrations: (a) low concentratio
with permission from ref. 96 Copyright © 2015 Elsevier. (C) Equilibrium
constructs after 5 and 10 weeks of cultivation. Reprinted with permissio

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
along with the ability to support the stem cells to differentiate
along the osteogenic lineage make them an attractive material
for bone tissue repair.91 The silk broin membrane made by
lyophilization exhibits suitable mechanical properties and
osteogenic differentiation, demonstrating its potential for bone
formation.92 Moreover, the mechanical and degradation char-
acteristics can be tuned by ethanol treatment and the in vivo
studies of these tuned silk lms revealed that they are compa-
rable to commercially available osteoguide and porcine
collagen membranes, as shown in Fig. 11A. In other study, the
silk broin lms made by electrospinning demonstrated
excellent adhesion, spreading and proliferation of human bone
marrow stromal cells (BMSCs).93 However, the fabricated
structure cannot mimic the exact bone composition due to the
absence of inorganic or mineral contents. To mimic the bone
composition, hydroxyapatite (HA) is incorporated into the silk
broin scaffold.94 It is observed that there is an increase in
mechanical strength (with time) and osteogenic differentiation
of stem cells with an increase in HA content (Fig. 11C).95

Moreover, the bone sialoprotein immunohistochemistry stain-
ing revealed an increase in bone matrix deposition over 10
weeks (Fig. 11D). In another study, the mineralization of the silk
as covered on the defects as follows: [1] silk1, [2] silk2, [3] Osteoguide
ht © 2017 Elsevier. (B) Illustration of the formation of fibroin-directed
n of calcium ions and (b) high concentration of calcium ions. Reprinted
Young's modulus and (D) bone sialoprotein (scale: 200 mm) of the

n from ref. 95 Copyright © 2011 Elsevier.
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hydrogel was done by a biomimetic method.96 The silk scaffolds
were made by a self-assembly mechanism and the in vitro
mineralization was done using Na2HPO4 and calcium ions. The
in vitro mineralization improved the compressive modulus and
osteogenic activity of silk broin hydrogel, and the degree/rate
of mineralization can be tuned by regulating the calcium ions
(Fig. 11B). The resulting organic–inorganic scaffold mimics the
bone composition and promotes the viability, proliferation and
differentiation of osteoblasts, demonstrating its suitability for
bone tissue engineering applications.
3.1.3 Neural tissue engineering

The nervous system is an essential and complex system in
human architecture, which consists of mainly two components,
namely, central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous
system (PNs). The malfunction of these neural systems due to
disease or injury can cause fatal repercussions and curing them
is extremely difficult due to its complex physiology and inade-
quate regenerative capacity.97 The material design for neural
tissue engineering should possess characteristics such as ex-
ibility and moderate stiffness and can mimic the microenvi-
ronment to support cell distribution and promote axonal
growth.98 Among several natural polymers, silk broin is an
excellent biomaterial that has the potential to demonstrate
Fig. 12 (A) Animals implanted with silk/gold nano particle cell conduits e
10months. Black arrows indicate the operated leg. Reprinted with permis
beta-tubulin staining for the neuroblastoma cells on the surface of the silk
confirming that they can favor and promote neuronal differentiation. R
confocal fluorescence micrographs of PC12 cells cultured on aligned na
silk-fMWCNTs respectively. Nuclei and actin filaments were stained w
Reproduced with permission from ref. 104 Copyright © 2019 Elsevier.
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neural extension and axonal fasciculation with tunable stiffness
(by altering the silk broin concentration).99 To exploit the
several advantageous properties of silk broin, it has been
proposed for the repair of peripheral nerve tissues, where it
demonstrated excellent biocompatibility with the peripheral
nerve tissue and supported the growth of dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) and facilitated the Schwann cell survival.100 It is known
that the neural tissue is electro-responsive and the electric
signals can guide the differentiation of neural stem cells.101

However, the silk broin is not a conductive material to induce
the electric signals to guide neural differentiation. To overcome
this problem, Dana et al. incorporated the gold nanoparticles
into a silk broin matrix to improve the electrical conductivity
and cellular response.102 The resulting nanocomposite demon-
strated excellent electrical conductivity, cellular attachment and
neurogenic differentiation of PC12 cells. The in vivo studies on
using silk broin/gold nanocomposites for peripheral nerve
regeneration exhibited improved gait, standing, stretching and
jumping of rats even aer 10 months (Fig. 12A).23 Moreover, the
animals implanted with silk broin/gold nanoparticles and
cells demonstrated nerve growth along the nerve gap and
became completely normal aer 18 months. The topography of
the scaffold can also dictate the neurogenic differentiation by
providing the topological cues to direct the axonal and neurite
growth. For example, Nune et al. fabricated aligned and random
xhibited improved gait and could stand, stretch and jump by the end of
sion from ref. 23 Copyright © 2015 Elsevier. (B) Cell differentiation using
and silk/melanin random and aligned nanofibers after 3 days of culture
eprinted with permission from ref. 103 Copyright © 2019 Elsevier (C)
nofibers (a and d) pristine PU, (b and e) PU/silk fibroin, and (c and f) PU/
ith DAPI (blue) and actin-green respectively in fluorescence images.
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electro-spun silk broin/melanin nanobers for nerve tissue
repair by electrospinning.103 It is observed that the melanin-
incorporated aligned silk nanobers demonstrated a well-
extended oriented morphology and high neuronal differentia-
tion marker expression when compared to the random silk
nanobers (Fig. 12B). Similarly, aligned scaffolds of poly-
urethane (PU) combined with the silk broin functionalized
with themulti-walled carbon nanotubes demonstrated excellent
neuro-regeneration when compared with the random topog-
raphy. The presence of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) signicantly improved the electrical conductivity of
the scaffold, thereby enhancing the proliferation of Schwann
cells and differentiation of PC12 cells by guiding them along the
axis of ber alignment.104 From the uorescence images, it is
clearly observed that the aligned PU/silk-MWCNT conductive
nanobrous scaffold provides an excellent bio-interface that
can support the axonal regeneration for the fast healing of
peripheral nerves (PNs) (Fig. 12C). Apart from making the
aligned silk ber scaffolds, incorporating growth factors into
aligned bers is also a general strategy to improve the neurite
growth. By employing this approach, Wittmer et al. increased
(2–3 times) the growth of neurites by adding brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and ciliary neurotrophic factor
(CNTF) without altering the structure and surface morphology
of the electrospun aligned silk bers.105 The increase in neurite
Fig. 13 (A) Schematic showing the fabrication process of carbonized s
human physiology monitoring and the prosthetic touch simulation. (B)
Reproduced with permission from ref. 24 Copyright © 2017 Wiley. (C) Sch
sensor to stepwise bending of an index finger (insets show photograph
Reproduced with permission from ref. 112 Copyright © 2016 American
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activity promoted nerve growth and axon regeneration in the
central nervous system, demonstrating its potential as
a biomaterial for neuro-regenerative applications.

Overall, the versatility of silk broin fabrication/processing
into multiscale dimension with structural (nano–micro)
tunability and the capability of incorporating biological cues
and conducting polymers into a 3D matrix made it a suitable
candidate for a wide range of tissue constructs with increased
biological performance.
3.2 Bioelectronics

Bioelectronics is an emerging branch in the current healthcare
system because of its excellent features such as personalized
health care, early disease diagnosis and minimally invasive
treatment.106 The development of bioelectronic devices requires
expertise from various elds including biomedical scientists,
electronic engineers and materials scientists, as such devices
should possess essential characteristics such as biocompati-
bility, degradability (tunable), conductivity, stability and exi-
bility to integrate into curvilinear biological tissue constructs.107

Among various natural proteins, the silk broin is a sustainable
protein that possesses all the tunable structural, mechanical
and degradation properties along with the ability to incorporate
conductive materials and conducting polymers.108 Besides, silk
broins can be made electrically conductive by converting them
ilk nano-membrane (CSilkNM) pressure sensors. Real-time and in situ
Respiration wave monitoring under normal and exercise conditions.
ematic showing the fabrication process. (D) Response of the wearable
s of a strain sensor attached along a finger, using an adhesive tape).
Chemical Society.
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into sp2-hybridized N-doped carbon materials by pyrolysis
because of their molecular structure and nitrogen content.109

The silk broin obtained aer pyrolysis is termed silk-derived
carbon materials, which is highly conductive and can be
explored in various so electronic applications such as wearable
electronics and implantable devices.

3.2.1 Wearable bioelectronic sensors. Wearable electronic
devices on the human skin that can monitor the health and
well-being are continuously attracting signicant attention in
the current medical treatment because of their ability to detect
the diseases at early stages.110 To detect the abnormal/disease
signals using these wearable devices, they must be capable of
detecting the highly sensitive physiological signals.111 It is
known that the carbonized silk broin is highly conductive and
capable of detecting low signals with high sensitivity. Based on
this, Wang et al. developed a transparent and highly sensitive
electronic skin by carbonizing the electrospun silk broin bers
to detect the pressure changes in the body (Fig. 13A).24 The
pressure changes are obtained by correlating with the observed
current differences when exposed to physiological stimuli. The
performance of the pressure sensors can be tuned by varying the
thickness of the silk bers, demonstrating the highest sensi-
tivity (34.47 kPa�1) of the bers with lower thickness and fast
response (<16.7 ms) with low detectable pressure (0.8 Pa). The
Fig. 14 (A) Illustration of principles for water molecule absorption an
Capacitance response of the sensor for different breathing rates and in
Elsevier. (C) Working principle and measurement platform of the propose
desorption of water molecules, resulting in an increase and a decrease in
electronic device when exposed to liquid- and gaseous-state water m
Elsevier.
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electronic skin is capable of detecting the wrist pulse and
respiration before and aer exercise (Fig. 13B). The amalgam-
ation of conductive materials with silk bers is another strategy
to fabricate exible electronics. Adapting this approach, Zhang
et al. fabricated a low cost and highly sensitive motion detect-
able wearable strain sensor by simply coating the electrically
conductive graphite onto silk bers by a dry-Meyer-rod-coating
process (Fig. 13C).112 The fabricated single ber strain sensor
demonstrated high sensitivity with a wide workable strain range
of 0–15% with high resilience (>3000 cycles) and can be utilized
as a motion detection sensor (Fig. 13D). In other study, the
water-soluble graphene oxide is coated onto the silk bers
initially and reduced chemically to form electrically conductive
silk/graphene ber lms.113 The fabricated lms are highly
exible, mechanically strong with excellent electrical conduc-
tivity and could be used as a potential candidates for the diag-
nosis of diabetes because of their excellent glucose-sensing
capability.

The sensitive interactions between water molecules and silk
broin chains is a valuable property that can be exploited for the
development of humidity sensors. Based on the absorption and
desorption of water molecules with silk broin molecular
chains, a highly efficient and sensitive humidity sensor is made
by blade coating of silk broins on a silver/polyethylene
d desorption inside intrinsic and modified SF molecule chains. (B)
tensities. Reprinted with permission from ref. 114 Copyright © 2020
d wearable silk electronic device and the mechanism of absorption and
capacitance respectively. (D) The absorption–desorption spectra of the
olecules. Reprinted with permission from ref. 115 Copyright © 2019
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terephthalate (Ag/PET) substrate (Fig. 14A).114 The escaping
difference between bound and unbound moisture during
breathing alters the dielectric constant of the sensing lm and
inuences the capacitance of the sensor. It is observed that the
capacitance response clearly distinguishes the different types of
breathing such as normal, deep and fast (Fig. 14B). Similarly,
the silk broin is coated onto the PDMS/graphite electrode lm
to fabricate a exible humidity sensor, which has the capability
to distinguish the liquid- and gaseous-state water molecules
(Fig. 14C).115 The capacitance of the lm is constant when
exposed to gaseous water molecules, whereas the absorption of
liquid water molecules increased the capacitance, clearly
detecting the different states of water (Fig. 14D). In addition to
the humidity sensor, it has multifunctional capabilities in
detecting the breath variations and human joint movements.
Fig. 15 (A) Schematic of ultrathin devices on a carrier wafer, transfer
procedure of the animal toxicity test: image before (left) and shortly a
permission from ref. 21 Copyright © 2009 AIP Publishing. (B) The Mg hea
can be used to program the lifetime of the device. In vitro: (C) the devices
plates and powered to achieve a desired temperature, monitored usin
overnight incubation, appeared in correspondence to the area of heat tre
Mg ions. Devices were implanted and examined after 7 and 15 days. Repri
of Sciences USA.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
3.2.2 Implantable electronic devices. The implantable
electronic devices are the biocompatible devices containing
electronic components, which have attracted signicant atten-
tion in modern biomedicine.116 These implantable devices are
capable of detecting the diseases and curing them in vivo
wirelessly.117 Oen, these devices contain non-degradable elec-
tronic components that can cause the inammatory response
sometimes. However, a good balance between the electronic
components and the bulk material for device fabrication can
minimize the toxic biological response. For instance, the elec-
tronic nano-membrane silicon integrated into the thin silk
broin (bulk material) exible lm demonstrated excellent
dissolution in vivo and no inammation around the implant
site in mice (Fig. 15A).21 The fabricated electronic device is
mechanically exible with excellent electron mobility,
printing onto a freestanding silk film followed by dissolution and the
fter (center) and two weeks after (right) implantation. Reprinted with
ter was encapsulated in a silk “pocket” that protects the electronics and
were placed underneath bacterial cultures of S. aureus grown on agar
g an IR camera. A clear zone of inhibition, after heat treatment and
atment application. (D) Monitoring of device degradation and tracing of
nted with permission from ref. 119 Copyright © 2014 National Academy
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demonstrating its suitability as a bioresorbable electronic
implant. In general, the implanted electronic devices oen need
to be removed aer the desired functional outcome is achieved;
requiring post-surgical procedures, which sometimes disrupt
the cured tissue.118 To overcome this, Tao et al. fabricated
a thermal therapeutic device that can be controlled wirelessly
aer implantation.119 Briey, Mg and MgO are deposited onto
silk broin substrates, which act as resistors and power-
receiving coils and wirelessly powered by near eld inductive
coupling (Fig. 15B). The fabricated device is used to enhance
bacterial inhibition by wirelessly controlling the temperature
(Fig. 15C). The in vivo studies revealed that the implanted device
is degraded completely aer 15 days with no material residues
(Fig. 15D). In another study, gold nanoparticle-doped silk
broin lms with other thermo-electronic components were
used to power the implanted electronic devices wirelessly.120 As
a proof of concept, the study established that the electronic
device can generate electricity wirelessly by heating the thermo
electronic element, triggered by external light. However, the
practical application and in vivo studies need to be established
to demonstrate its suitability for translational research.
Fig. 16 (A) Injectability of silk fibroins from a prefilled syringe and inverte
American Chemical Society. (B) Silk microneedles as applied to mouse sk
patch, relative size comparison to mouse, (iii) silk microneedle patch app
penetration marks are clearly visible. Reprinted with permission from re
micro-needle fabricated with SF-combined semi-IPN hydrogel as a need
capability. Mouse skin was treated (i) without or (ii) with smart hybrid m
formation of microchannels. Reprinted with permission from ref. 126 Co
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Although preliminary investigation on the use of silk broin
constructs as implantable electronic devices demonstrated
satisfactory results, the number of studies on the utilization of
silk broins in implantable electronics is very limited. There is
signicant scope in capitalizing the excellent tunable charac-
teristics of silk broins in the implantable electronic device
industry.
3.3 Drug delivery

The ability to process/fabricate the silk broin into multiscale
dimensions like nano–micro-particles, thin lms and hydrogels
made it an ideal candidate for the delivery of drugs and genes.
In general, the silk drug delivery devices are made by directly
dissolving or incorporating the drug molecules into a silk
broin solution followed by fabrication into different
morphologies.30 The molecular weight of a drug and its physi-
ochemical interactions with the silk construct play an impor-
tant role in determining the drug release kinetics. For example,
the release rate of dextran incorporated into silk lms is
inversely proportional to the dextran molecular weight.121 Oral
drug delivery (discussed in Section 2.1) is a globalized way, and
d vial image. Reprinted with permission from ref. 124 Copyright © 2016
in: (i) SEM image of an individual silk microneedle, (ii) silk microneedle
lied to animal skin, (iv) skin after removal of microneedle patch; needle
f. 22 Copyright © 2011 Wiley. (C) Schematic and morphology of the
le tip and SF as a base layer. Scale bar: 500 mm. (D) In vitro skin insertion
icro-needles for 10 min and stained with trypan blue to indicate the
pyright © 2019 American Chemical Society.
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in some cases, it is not so effective. Localized drug delivery is
critical in some cases such as tumors, because of maintaining
high drug concentrations at the site by avoiding drug loss
during transportation.122 Injectable hydrogels are promising
candidates for the localized drug delivery, in which the drug-
loaded solution is transformed into a gel by either physical or
chemical crosslinking under physiological conditions for
controlled release kinetics.123 For example, a pH-responsive
thixotropic injectable silk broin hydrogel is used for the
localized delivery of doxorubicin (DOX) for breast cancer
therapy.124 Due to the thixotropic property, the drug-loaded silk
broin solution is transformed into the solid aer immediate
injection (Fig. 16A). The injection of drug-loaded silk hydrogel
into the breast cancer model showed anticancer capacity,
demonstrating the suitability of injectable silk hydrogels for
localized chemotherapy. Apart from conventional drug-
encapsulated crystals and injectable hydrogels, microneedles
are drawing considerable attention and emerging as more
Fig. 17 (A) Schematic of the self-healing mechanism upon silk–KP expo
ref. 25 Copyright © 2019 Elsevier. (B) AFM topography images (a–d) (sca
mm) of GFP expressing bacteria cultured after 24 hours on flat silk (a an
samples. Reproduced with permission from ref. 133 Copyright © 2020 A

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
efficient and minimally invasive drug delivery devices.125 For
instance, Tsioris et al. developed a drug-loaded silk micro-
needle at ambient temperature and pressure by simply casting
the silk broin solution into a PDMS mold created by an
aluminum microneedle master.22 The fabricated silk micro-
needle patch successfully penetrated the underlying tissue of
a mouse, demonstrating its mechanical strength (Fig. 16B). The
drug release kinetics in microneedles can also be tuned by
controlling the protein secondary structure by altering the post-
processing conditions. The ambient fabrication conditions
favored the bulk loading of biological and temperature-sensitive
drugs such as antibiotics, peptides and vaccines. Recently, silk
broin microneedles have been used for glucose-responsive
insulin delivery.126 The microneedles are made of semi-
interpenetrating networks of silk broin and phenylboronic
acid/acrylamide. Instead of general single-step microneedle
fabrication, a two-layer strategy is employed to improve the
sensitivity with the glucose in which the base layer is made of
sure in the immersion environment. Reproduced with permission from
le bars, 2 mm) and fluorescent microscopy images (e–h) (scale bars, 50
d e), nano stripes (b and f), m wells 1 (c and g), and m wells 2 (d and h)
merican Chemical Society.
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silk broins and the needle region is made of silk broins and
phenylboronic acid/acrylamide interpenetrating networks
(Fig. 16C). The drug-loaded microneedles are mechanically
robust and forming microchannels on the mouse skin, indi-
cating that the needles penetrated into the stratum corneum for
the delivery of insulin painlessly and safely (Fig. 16D).
3.4 Biocompatible coatings

Apart from the use of silk broin constructs as drug carriers,
tissue scaffolds and bio-electronic devices, they have been used
as coatings to tune the kinetics of a drug delivery process and
degradation time and to improve the biocompatibility of the
implants.127,128 For example, the nanoscale silk broin lm
coated on different substrates by single-layer adsorption
demonstrated excellent adhesion, growth and differentiation of
human bone marrow stem cells.129 The nanoscale lm formed
by the self-assembly mechanism can control or tune the inter-
facial properties of the biomedical implants.130 Silk broin has
been coated on a titanium bone implant by electro-deposition
and functionalized with bioactive compounds to tune the
regenerative tissue microstructure.131 The implants such as
magnesium alloys possess excellent mechanical and biological
properties, yet their utility as implants is oen restricted by
their corrosive nature, inability to self-repair and fast degrada-
tion rates.132 To overcome this problem, a pH-sensitive self-
healing coating is made from silk broin and K3PO4 to
improve the corrosion resistance and self-healing capability of
the magnesium implant.25 Briey, when the implant is
corroded, Mg2+ ions are released, which increase the local pH.
At the same time, the change in pH triggers silk broin
conformational changes and releases PO4

3� ions present in the
silk–KP complex. The Mg2+ and PO4

3� ions react immediately to
form a (Mg)3(PO4)2 complex, which immediately heals the
corroded surface (Fig. 17A). The silk broin acted as a skeleton
coating and improved the osteogenic activity, whereas PO4

3�

ions (the inorganic ingredient of bone) act as a corrosion
inhibitor. Very recently, the silk broin construct has been used
as an antifouling substrate with different nano and micro-
structure topographies using a so lithographic approach to
prevent bacterial colonization.133 This study revealed important
facts such as the surface topography has a signicant inuence
on the antifouling capacity by demonstrating the reduction in
bacterial adhesion by 66% on structured surfaces when
compared to an unpattern surface (Fig. 17B).
4 Conclusions and outlook

In summary, we discussed the fundamentals of processing silk
broins in multiscale dimensions by both conventional
approaches and using advanced methodologies to leverage
their use in diverse biomedical applications. The silk particles
are mostly utilized as drug carriers, and the size of particles are
mainly controlled by adopting a suitable strategy and tuning the
process variables. The lm and hydrogel/scaffold forms of silk
broins are mainly made by physical and chemical crosslinking
mechanisms and they are widely explored in coatings and tissue
33244 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 33227–33247
engineering applications. The capacity of silk broin constructs
to mimic the physiochemical characteristics of various natural
tissue constructs and the ability to incorporate the biological
cues for the desired cellular activities made them the most
interesting materials for tissue engineering applications.
Moreover, the ability to adapt 3D printing technologies by
tuning its rheological characteristics made it possible to mimic
the exact architecture of complex biological structures such as
lungs, heart, and cartilage. In the past, the desired silk broin
architecture or morphology is achieved by adopting appropriate
processing methods and mechanisms. However, using the
recent design-driven advanced technologies such as lithography
and 3D printing, the architecture of silk broin constructs can
be controlled across different length scales (nano–micro–
macro). The utilization of these advanced technologies made it
possible to fabricate silk broin constructs in dened micro-
and nano-patterns by incorporating microelectronics, which
opened a whole new window for the use of silk broin in
wearable electronic sensors and implantable electronic devices.
Overall, the simultaneous progress in understanding the
fundamentals of tunable silk broin structures (in multiscale
dimension) and advanced computer-aided manufacturing
technologies opened different platforms for its exploration in
biomedicine. The continuation of research on silk-based
materials coupled with advanced fabrication technologies
would certainly transform our contemporary biomedicine to
sustainable green biomedicine in the near future.
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